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TAY Do quantum speedups need structure ?
Search problems

so far , we have seen some problems where quantum algorithms are exponentially
faster

/i is one-to-one
For example. Simon's problem -

-s st . f(XS) = f(x) +4

OR
-

Forrelation

I
input is very Forrier correlated

input is not very Forrier correlated

On the other hand
, for Unstructured search problem

-
if 5 x st . f(x) = 0

#
no suchx exists

we had a quadratic advantage

· Can we identify some general principles required to have
an exponential quantum advantage ?

Promise vs Total Problems

Simon's problem & Forrelation are promise problems
While

Unstructured search is a total problem

Are exponential speedups possible for total problems ? No !

Theorem For any total problem that has a quantum algorithm witha queries
there is arandomized algorithm that makes a queries .

Infact , -> deterministic algorithm that makesq " queries .

You will be asked to prove this in an optional homework exercise

①



Unstructured vs Structured Problems

Simon's problem and Forrelation used a structured oracle

E
. g. in Simon's ,

oracle was a problem with an algebraic structure

in Forrelation
, oracle was Fourier correlated

ON the other hand
, for unstructured search

,
one can take the oracle

to be an unstructured oracle

i. e. On : 20 ,
13" - 2013 that the algorithm is making queries to

is a random function

COR equivalently , the truth table of the oracle whose bits are queried
by the algorithm is a random string of length 24)

Why do we want an unstructured orade ?

① Recall that the results are in a black-box access model

The hope is that if the oracle is a random function ,
the algorithm should not be able to use any specific
properties of the black-box and such an assumption is
closer to real world

② One can instantiate the random function oracle with a cryptographic
bask fraction to get a real-world problem that we believe could be
a candidate for quantum advantage

This is again not a proof but probably a more convincing heuristic evidence

Are quantum speedups possible for unstructured promise problems ?

i.e. given access to l where & : <0 , 13" -> 20 , 13 is a random function
m

can we have an exponential Grantum advantage wh . p . over the choice off
?

This is not possible for total problems as we already saw , but is it possible
for promise problems ·

Conjecture On 1-E fraction of the oracles the acceptance probability of a
quantum algorithm that makes a queries and outputs a bit ,S

(Folkloree > can be approximated up to an additive errorE

by a classical algorithm making poly (d ,5) queries.
②



=> On $9 % of the oracles ,
- a classical algorithm that effectively

computes the same answer with only a polynomial overhead in queries

so
,
no quantum advantage is possible for unstructured decision problems

assuming this conjecture !

Does the story end here ? What about search or sampling problems ?
Are unstructured speedups possible ?

separation of BQP-search from BPP-search wot random oracles /Yamakawa -Zhandry'22]

Result - NP: search problem that is in BQPO
-

but not in BPPO whp . over the choice of U

so unstructured speedups seem to be possible here !

Open problem can we find other example of such search problems ?

Yamakawa-Zhandry search problem Inverting a specific one-way function

Let I be an alphabet that we will choose to beIs wherea is a prime
power with g = 0(72)

0 : = - 20.13 be a random oracle

C < I"be a subspace of (1")" that forms an error-correctino-code
S

with certain properties that we describe later

Problem) Let f : C -> 20 ,
13" be defined as

-(c , ... C) = (0(4) , ... - O((n) Domain is the set of
codewords

Find a preimage of or

Theorem ChoosingC appropriately - whp over choice of O
-

111 7 a quantum algorithm that can approximately prepare a uniform
superposition over all solutions with poly(n) queries
i.e. it can prepare the state

x4(x7

xff- (0)

③



(2) any classical algorithm requires 2 queries to find a pre-image

This problem is in NP given access to the oracle [Why ?]

# choose C ? Assume that each symbol of the each codeword c is distinct

0 Recoverability : This will be helpful in ensuring classical hardness

3② Decoding from random errors in the dual code This will be helpful in designing
Suchcosa

the quantum algorithm

Quantum Algorithm How to efficiently prepare the state

14)a[/c> B
CEC : f(c) = 0

Consider the following two states :

116c[ik) and Apre) 2- E(X)
CEC x E2" : O(X) =04

Only supported Only supported over opreimages
on codewords but over the entire alphabet &"

and not just the domain CcE"

If we could somehow take pointwise product of these two states and normalize it

We world be done !

The problem is that this is not a unitary or even a linear operation apriori
so
,
we will need to use something else

We will apply the Quantum Fourier Transform and use another property of the code

Let us recall the Quantum Forvier Transform and its properties

This is similar to Hadamard which takes xe 20, 13" and

H
*

/ * -> <CX e

④



Quantum Fourier Transform This can be implemented efficiently

This is a unitary transformation that maps
6 : (Fq-> Ip is

QFT( -SiwP(xo eq ① linear

s② Exe 11203
.

y

P(XoY
o

where x = 1"where I = Hq" where q= p" for prime p

Notation (f) = [ f(x) (x)

Then
,

we denote by(f) = QFT1f) = [ f(x) ()
4

f(x) is amplitude in standard basis while f(x) is the amplitude
in the Fouvier basis

Two very useful properties of QFT

① Pointwise product becomes convolution after QFT (Exercise]

1 fog = [f(x)g(x)(x)

178) = Q FT 1 fog]= (x(x) where (x = [f(y)(z)
Y+z=X

& QFT of uniform superposition over subspace C is uniform superposition
+

over dual subspace C

I e

where Ct = Ed cod = 0 C3

#
E. G. #, soi

- 107n + 1+>

xn= 0

c =2x/xn = 03 c = [x/x, 4, =... = 4n-= 03

EXTTIME Algorithm & its analysis
⑤


